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 MICHAEL S. MCKENNA

 DOES STRONG COMPATIBILISM SURVIVE FRANKFURT
 COUNTER-EXAMPLES?

 (Received in revised form 11 October 1996)

 Desperate for money, Eleanor and her father Roscoe plan to rob
 a bank. Roscoe fears that Eleanor might change her mind at an
 inopportune moment. To insure that Eleanor will proceed with the
 plans, Roscoe secretly implants a mechanism in Eleanor's brain.

 Should Eleanor give any indication that she is unwilling to go along
 with the bank robbery, Roscoe will use the device to render Eleanor

 unable to do anything other than rob the bank. As it happens, despite
 a splitting headache, Eleanor willingly robs the bank with her father.
 The device is never activated.'

 Examples like the one involving Roscoe and Eleanor, originally
 developed by Harry Frankfurt, have been used to show that an agent
 can be held morally responsible for what she does do, even if she
 cannot do otherwise.2 I shall hereafter refer to such examples as
 "Frankfurt examples." In the above Frankfurt example Eleanor acted
 willingly and therefore seems to be morally responsible for robbing
 the bank. Yet because of the device she is unable to avoid robbing
 the bank. Frankfurt examples challenge the Principle of Alternative
 Possibilities (PAP). PAP states that an agent is morally responsible
 for what she does only if she could have done otherwise. But the
 case of Eleanor and Roscoe is a counter-example to PAP. Eleanor is
 responsible, but she could not have done otherwise. Or so it seems.

 In "A Compatibilist Theory of Alternative Possibilities" Joseph
 Kiem Campbell defends the traditional strong compatibilist account
 of free will and moral responsibility.3 According to Campbell, strong
 compatibilism can be distinguished from weak compatibilism in that
 strong compatibilism entails that PAP is necessary for moral respon-
 sibility; weak compatibilism does not. Campbell maintains that the

 Philosophical Studies 91: 259-264, 1998.
 ? 1998 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands.
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 will is a faculty comprised of active powers and cognitive capacities.

 Mitigating and exculpating considerations turn upon whether some
 power or capacity of an agent is either absent or impeded. Thus,

 the possibilities relevant to free, responsible, moral agency must be

 those relevant to an agent's powers and capacities. In a Frankfurt

 example, the counterfactual variable does not play any active causal

 role in the powers or capacities exercised by the agent. Therefore,

 according to Campbell, the counterfactual variable can be factored
 out of the possibilities relevant to assessing the powers and capacities

 of the agent at the time of action. The remaining possibilities consist

 of worlds in which the agent chose otherwise and thus did other-

 wise. The accessibility of these worlds confirms that the agent could
 have done otherwise in the sense relevant for assessing her free will

 and moral responsibility. Consequently, Frankfurt examples prove

 ineffective at discrediting the Principle of Alternative Possibilities
 (PAP).

 Campbell has focussed on an important, and seemingly ignored,

 aspect of Frankfurt examples. Contrary to appearances, the exam-

 ples do presuppose that certain possibilities are crucial to assessing

 an agent's responsibility. Furthermore, Campbell's possible worlds

 account of these possibilities rightly focusses upon worlds relevant

 to an agent's powers and capacities. However, I believe that Camp-

 bell is running together two different issues. One issue concerns an

 account of the powers and capacities which an agent exercises when

 she acts; a distinct issue concerns the alternatives available to an

 agent at the time of action.

 To make my point it will be useful to draw upon Frankfurt's

 distinction between acting freely and freedom to do otherwise. An

 agent acts freely, according to Frankfurt, when her action issues

 from her own (properly functioning) volitions unimpeded by exter-

 nal variables. Frankfurt also describes this as "acting of one's own

 free will".4 Acting freely concerns only the actual volitional causal
 sequence of events resulting in action. An agent enjoys the distinct

 freedom to do otherwise when she has the ability to adopt alterna-
 tives to the course of action which she does in fact pursue.5 Freedom

 to do otherwise concerns the alternatives which are available to a
 person in the circumstances in which she acts.6
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 In giving an account of the powers and capacities which an agent
 exercises in a Frankfurt example, it is perfectly reasonable to focus

 upon acting freely, and therefore upon what transpires in the actual
 sequence of events. Thus it is perfectly reasonable to factor out the

 role of any counterfactual intervention, since, in the actual sequence,
 the counterfactual causal variable is dormant. But in characterizing
 the alternatives available to the agent at the time of action, and hence,
 in characterizing an agent's freedom to do otherwise, it seems rather

 a misdescription of the situation to eliminate from the circumstances

 the very factors which would preclude an agent from having access to
 certain alternatives. In a Frankfurt example, it is part of how things
 stood at that time that, had the agent attempted to stray from the
 course of action which she did pursue, all other alternatives would

 have been closed to her. This is a fact about that situation.

 Consider Campbell's argument in light of the distinction between
 acting freely and the freedom to act otherwise. The fourth constraint

 Campbell places upon the worlds accessible to responsible agents is
 that accessible worlds need only include factors which are causally
 relevant to the performance of actions.7 This constraint allows isola-

 tion of an actual causal sequence, and therefore, permits exclusion of

 counterfactual mechanisms and over-determining causes. According

 to Campbell, this exclusion does not bestow any relevant advantages
 upon an agent.8 Hence, in the Frankfurt example involving Roscoe
 and Eleanor, we arrive at the following counterfactual:

 (CF1 ): If Eleanor had not chosen to rob the bank and the device

 had not been implanted, then Eleanor would not have
 robbed the bank.9

 As Campbell presents it, the truth of this counterfactual confirms that
 Eleanor had alternatives which were accessible to her. Therefore PAP
 is not undermined, nor is strong compatibilism.10

 Are the counterfactuals which Campbell offers adequate for

 defending PAP against Frankfurt examples? The Principle of Alter-
 native Possibilities tells us that a person is responsible for what she
 does only if she could have done otherwise. But Campbell's counter-
 factual pertains to whether Eleanor freely robs the bank, not whether
 Eleanor is free to refrain from robbing it. (It is plausible to suppose
 that the notion of freedom relevant to PAP is "freedom in the partic-
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 ular circumstances," and clearly Eleanor lacks this sort of freedom

 to refrain from robbing the bank.) Thus, Campbell's counterfactu-

 al does not support the claim that PAP withstands the assault of

 Frankfurt-type cases (such as that of Eleanor). The possible worlds
 in virtue of which Campbell's counterfactual are true are not acces-

 sible to Eleanor given the actual circumstances. Eleanor could not

 have done otherwise in the particular situation in which she found
 herself.

 Consider Locke's original example of the man unknowingly

 locked in a room who willingly chooses to stay there - a case of

 overdetermination. Presumably, since he stays there on his own, he
 does so freely and is responsible for doing so. But it would be a mis-

 description of the situation if we were to say that he could have left

 the room. That alternative was simply not available to him. What,
 then, do we make of the following counterfactual:

 (CF2): If the man had chosen to leave the room, and if the door

 had not been locked, then the man would have left the
 room.

 I submit that the truth of this counterfactual is relevant to establishing
 that Locke's man, in the actual sequence of events, did exercise his

 powers and capacities to stay in the room.'1 For suppose that this
 counterfactual is false. If Locke's man remained in the room when

 he no longer chose to stay, and if no other causal factor (like a locked

 door) prevented him from leaving the room, this would cast doubt

 on the explanation that in the actual sequence, he stays in the room
 because he chooses to do so. The truth of the above counterfactual

 does not show that Locke's man had alternatives available to him

 at the time of action; rather, it confirms that the man did stay in the
 room because he wanted to do so. It confirms that he exercised his

 powers and capacities in a certain way. In short, it confirms that he

 actedfreely, not that he had the freedom to act otherwise.
 In closing, I believe that Campbell's account of alternate pos-

 sibilities of action does not undermine Frankfurt counter-examples
 to the Principle of Alternative Possibilities. The possibilities which
 Campbell focuses upon do not show that an agent has alternatives
 available to her in the Frankfurt examples; therefore, they do not
 confirm that she has the freedom to do otherwise - the freedom
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 called upon by PAP. Rather, these possibilities help to confirm the

 efficacy of the agent's will in the actual sequence in which the agent
 acts. These possibilities are, consequently, relevant to whether an

 agent acts freely.12 Campbell has argued that the traditional compat-
 ibilist approach to the will is to treat the will as a faculty comprised of

 active powers and cognitive capacities. If Campbell's account of pos-

 sibilities is sufficient to capture the relevant powers and capacities of

 responsible moral agency, then it seems that the traditional compati-

 bilist has been mistaken in assuming that free will and moral respon-

 sibility require the availability of alternatives, and hence, require the

 freedom to do otherwise. If so, then perhaps the traditional com-

 patibilists' conception of the will is sufficient to satisfy the weak

 compatibilists' view of free will and moral responsibility.13

 NOTES

 This is Joseph Kiem Campbell's example. See "A Compatibilist Theory of
 Alternative Possibility," Philosophical Studies, pp. 2-3.
 2 See Harry Frankfurt, "Alternate Possibilities and Moral Responsibility".
 3 Campbell, p. 1.
 4 Harry Frankfurt, "Freedom of the Will and the Concept of a Person," p. 24.
 5 Frankfurt, "Freedom of the Will," p. 24.
 6 John Martin Fischer draws the same basic distinction, using the slightly more
 helpful terminology of guidance control and regulative control. According to
 Fischer, an agent has guidance control (an agent acts freely) when she controls her
 behavior as it transpires in the actual causal sequence of events in which she acts.
 Alternatively, an agent has regulative control (the freedom to do otherwise) when
 she is able to exercise control over various alternatives to the actual sequence. (J.
 M. Fischer, The Metaphysics of Free Will: An Essay on Control, pp. 132-133.)
 7 Campbell, p. 7.
 8 Campbell, p. 7.
 9 Campbell, p. 8.
 0 Campbell, p. 8.
 1 This is essentially the strategy Fischer uses to present an actual sequence
 analysis of a weakly reasons-responsive mechanism. See Chapter 8 from Fischer's
 Metaphysics.

 12 Fischer makes the same point:

 Whereas other possible worlds are relevant to ascertaining whether there is
 some actually operative dispositional feature [of an agent's will] (such as weak
 reasons-responsiveness), such worlds are not relevant in virtue of bearing on
 the question of whether some alternative sequence is genuinely accessible to
 the agent. (Metaphysics, [my brackets] Chapter 8, footnote 14, p. 244)

 13 I am grateful for the helpful advice I received from John Martin Fischer,
 Christopher Fitzmartin, George Thomas, Stephen Schwartz, and an anonymous
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 referee for Philosophical Studies. These comments were originally presented
 as a reply to Joseph Campbell at a colloquium session of the 1995 American
 Philosophical Association Eastern Division Meetings in New York City. I benefited
 from the many interesting contributions from members of the audience. Finally, I
 owe a special thanks to Joseph Campbell for the opportunity to consider such an
 interesting challenge to Frankfurt examples, and also for his thoughtful suggestion
 that I consider submitting this paper.
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